ArtAnimal Print - mixing paints and printing techniques.

Dip dying
D & T–

Making badges for Eco Groups

Design and make musical instruments out of
rubbish

Recycle paper and pulp

Sewing and textiles

Create class wind farm—make wind turbines.
Music Make music from rubbish (Stomp!)
 ‘Recycle it, Recycle it!’ Song
 Write and perform own rap about recycling
 Identifying the beat


PE Gymnastics—’Storyland’ and ‘Jungle’ units
 Outdoor—dribbling, kicking and hitting.
 Making games
PHSE–
 Class pledge
 Work on being energy stars—helping our planet.
 Feelings from Eco texts
 Understanding the consequences of actions in relation to the environment.
 Questions for Eco Council and related organisations
 Recycling— packaging, signs
 Debating environmental issues
RE Stories Jesus told
 Stories from other religions

Geography
Energy sources, litter/ recycling, deforestation/ endangered species

Teams—litter, transport, water, energy

Reuse, Reduce, Recycle

Using compass directions.

Looking at hot and cold areas of the Earth.
History-History behind extinction— The Dinosaurs. Timelines and differences between now and then.
Science
Variation—how plants and humans are the same and different to one another.

Plants—planting a seed in relation to ‘The Lorax’ and monitor growth.

Save our planet!
Year 2 - Spring 15
Entry Points
 Watch ‘The Lorax’
 Discuss what we need to survive.

Visits/Events
 Visit to Catalyst Science Museum
 Eco council to give a talk to the class.
 Visit from Severn Trent Water to discuss

Challenge
 Eco Presentation to parents—rap, musical

instruments etc.
 Litter picking
 No Power Hours

Maths



Making graphs from traffic survey
Sorting on a Carroll Diagram and Venn
Diagram.

Literacy
 Non chronological reports— endangered

species, deforestation and animals.
 Different stories on a similar theme—
Michael Foreman texts—’Dinosaurs and all
that rubbish’ and ‘One World’
 Poetry —rap on eco theme—expressive,
performance poetry.
 Explanations— on how to recycle.

ICT- Multimedia/ photo story—using digital
cameras—write a story on how to be energy
stars.
Making a video—Eco Friendly advert

SMSC-Moral—looking at how to save planet
Spiritual—creation story—the awe of nature
Social—working together to save the planet.
Making a class pledge.

